
Lesson objective 
By the end of the lesson pupils will be able to; Control the direction of the ball using both a 
putter and a chipper.  
Set up for activities 
Ideally, teams of 4 or 5 players.    Lay out red cones for safety area and white cones for putting, 
5 putter lengths away from red cones. Same number of tunnels as teams, marked by cones and 
each 2putters length wide. Green cones for chipping should be 2 putter lengths from white 
tunnels  
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LEVELS 
pupil can collect a can from the 
stack based on the following 
criteria 
Beginner 
Learners start on the white cones 
and roll a ball down the tunnel, 
using their hand.  
if the ball travels through the 
tunnel without hitting the sides, 
the pupil can collect a can 
Intermediate 
Pupils start on the white cones at 
front of tunnel and putt the ball to 
hit stack of cones Again,  this time 
they can pick up the can hit 
 Advanced 
Pupils must first chip the ball to 
land  within the runway. And then 
putt the ball to hit stack of cans 

OBJECTIVE 
The first team to collect all the Cans  
from the stack win the challenge 
 
Beginner 
Roll by hand a ball to hit target 
stack of cans from 2 putter lengths 
away. 
Intermediate 
Putt a ball to hit target can from 2 
putter lengths away. 
Advanced 
Chip a ball from 2 putter lengths 
away to the runway then putt the 
ball to hit target can. 

 
 
 
 
 

ASSESSMENT 
Beginner 
hit target stack of cans on 1 out of 3 
attempts from 2 putter lengths 
away. 
Intermediate 
hit a specific can on 1 out of 3 
attempts from 2 putter lengths 
away. (With a putter 
Advanced 
Chip to landing zone then putt the 
ball to hit target can. 1 out of 3 
attempts  to chip combined with  1 
out of 3 attempts  to putt  
Teaching point: 
pendulum swing same distance 
back same distance forward 

The game can be developed 
by the pupils aiming for the 
target from progressively 
further away. 
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